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The U.S. Trade DePldt  A0 A Badge OI Honor _.

ThtU.S.FedandtheU.S. consumer deserve medais  for their perfanaancc  over  the 1998-
1999 period. Asia’s collapse could well have trigger4 a global deflationary bust, but for
the timely and aggrcssivc  case of the U.S. Fed last year,  and unrelenting spcnding  of U.S.
households both this  year and last. One way to hmc the past two years is to view both
the Fed’s  actions and the actions of U.S. consumers  as enlightened  surrender of a
Goldilocks growth rate for the U.S. economy in order to preserve a Goldiloch  pwth
rate for the globe. The spectacular surge in the U.S. trade deficit, registered over the past
two yean, in this light, can be vicwcd  as the price  thc_U.S.  paid for taking rtsponsihibty
for the global economy.

Going forward, the newly cmcrging  reality of rest-of-world recovery ends the need  for
booming U.S. spending. Moreover, the U.S. would be wise to steer a course  aimed  at
slowing U.S. deficit growth, given  the large and rapidly growing U.S. nad for foreign
capital inflows to fbrancc  this imbalance. This year’s Fed tightening, which is likely to
continue  next  year, in concerr  with higher import prices and consequent slower real wage
gains, all point to a slowcr  trajectory  for U.S. spending next year. A substantially slower
U.S. spending trajectory will stem the growth in the U.S. deficit in ycer 2000. With
intelligent Feel  policy and a bit of luck the U.S. can slow its spending  pace, stab&c its
cxtcmal  imbalance and rctum  to a Goldilocks real economy backdrop.

Crisis Abroad, Not U.S. Competitiveness,  Drove The U.S. Defidt  Higher
Over the early and middle years of this expansion the U.S. external d&it  was relatively
stable,  and at 1% of GDP, relatively harm&r from a macro-cconomic  standpoint. The
macro U.S. backdrop was nearly ideal, with firm U.S. output growth, ample job growth
and a falling rate of inflation. Morcova, U.S. industrial age corporations had rcgaincd
reasonably competitive global positions and U.S. technology companies emerged as the
world’s preeminent players. Thus dcspitc  a small extemal  imbalance, on most fronts it
was clear that the aggrcssivc  U.S. commitment to trade liberalization  was justified.

Over the past two years, howcvcr, a benign  U.S. trade deficit has been  rcplaccd  by a large
and rapidly growing external imbalance. A9 of the third quarter of this year the net
export imbalance stood at 3% of GDP, and in real termr the net exports deficit was 3.8%
of GDP, eclipsing the 3% mid- 1980s record  by a wide msrgin

What hsppcned?  Quite straightfo~ardly  crisis abroad generated a number of violent
economic  waves which worked tog&n to drive U.S. deficits into record-breaking
tcmtory.  To no one’s  surprise, U.S. exports to collapsing emerging Asian economies fell
precipitously in late 1997 end throughout 1998. U.S. export growth, in aggregate, slowed
sharply in real terms,  with 1998 registering  a meager 2% year-on-year advance.

The surprise, however, came on the import side of the ltdgcr. Collapsing Asian
cco~omics  lost access to global capital inflows. Capital raced back to the U.S. and this
drove  U.S. long-term interest rates sharply lower. Fed polioymakcr3,  in reaction to rem-
of-world duress eased three times, contributing to the overall  fall for U.S. interest  ratos
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(see appesldix  ). Asia’s dcprcssion  drove demand  for energy  sharply lower, which led to a
halving of oil prices. Lay ti’s  dcspcratc  need  for foreign  ~lrchangc,  and their
collapsed currencies  combined to push the dollar prices of Asiau  m goods
down by a whopping 16%. Far U.S. households  this amounted to a spectacuk  bonanza
Fixed rate mortgagee Ml to levels not seen in decades, generating a violent U.S. housing
boom. Falling esrergy and other import prices slashed overall price pressures. In 1998  the
CPI rose by a scant 1.6%. With wages climbing by 4%. U.S. wage- game& their
&best rwl  wage gain in OVCT  30 years. Hefty  real wage gains and a housing boom
gcnaoted a surge in U.S. consumer spending. U.S. consumer%  at all times, cprsd
substantial sums on imported goods. Thus, quite predictably the strength in spend@
stimulated the growth of U.S. imports. Despite worldwide shriulcagt  of trade volumea,
U.S. import volumes, in 1998, grew by 11%. With real m staguaut,  reflecting rest-
of-world retrenchment, continued strength for import  growth led to a surge for the U.S.
cxtemal  imbalance.

It bears repeating that the U.S. domestic demaud boom allowed global purveyors of
goods and scrvicw  to weather the collapse of Asian demand.  The U.S. lending  and
spending  rescue succeeded. Pan Asian recovery is now in full view, Latin American
rtccssions  are receding, and the globe, year 2000, is likely  to rcgiater  ite stmngest
expansion performance since  1996. Two cbecrs for U.S. lendax  and spcndas of last
resort.

The  problem the U.S. faces, 89 we contemplate the U.S. trade deficit  in rhe year 2000 and
beyond, uxnt9 down to the challenge of engineering a return to a Gol&locks  U.S. real
economy growth rate. Simply put, rest-of-world recovery leaves little room for an
extension of the 199%  1999 U.S. domestic spending boom. ‘k largo aud rapidly growing
U.S. current account imbalance, io this context, is the simplest mta~un  that apcaks to the
long run unsustainable trajeztoty  of the U.S. economy in reccut  quarters.  A downshift for
U.S. domestic spending is necessary, in the near term,  to both contain the grow& of the
U.S. intcmational  deficit and to renun  the U.S. to long run sustainable Goldilocks growth
backdrop.

Coming to tams with today’s outsized U.S. external imbalance, using this &amcwork,
rcquircs  one to think  about macro-economic dynamics.  Again this reflects the fact that
the spatacular swelling of the external  deficit, 1998-1999. was almost exclusively a
consequence of U.S. boom and rest-of-world bust. A desire to &rink the U.S. imbalance,
therefore, would rquire  that  U.S. policymakna  lobby for faster spcuding  abroad aud
acquiesce to additional Fed tightcuing  at home.

Why Not Export  Away The U.S. External Imbalnace?
If collapsing exports to Asia played  an important role in the creation  of today’s large
deficit, can a case be made that the U.S. can export its way back to a benign external
position? In a word, No. If U.S. spcndmg  continues to grow at 5% per year, pressures on
an already super-tight labor market will contmue.  An accclcratiou  for export growth,
superimposed upon booming  dome&c  spcudiug,  would simply push U.S. output growth
into boom territory. Faster growth for the U.S. economy, starting fram a 4.1%
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unemployment rate, is dcstti to produce wage an&or price pressures  in a very short
puiod.  Thus to lower the trajectory for U.S. external dcflcits,  U.S. domestic spending
must slow OVCT  the years immediately ahead.

Does The Allure Of U.S. Amt  Markets Permit An Eatcoded  Period Of Large And
Growing Trade Deli&
Over the past two years, the U.S. external  imbalance has nearly doubled as a share of
GDP and, at 3% of GDP, equals  its record level set in the mid-1980s. Nonetheless,
increasingly enthusiastic investors in dollar assets, both U.S. and foreign, have kept
demand for dollar dcnomina ted assets strung enough b propel quity &are prices higher
and to limit  the downside for bond prices. On the face of it, to date, the U.S. has had
nearly no problem  linancing  its external liabilities. The temptation is to assert that the
cumnt backdrop is long run sMainablc,  This logic, however, crumblcc,  when  one
focuses on the recant  growth of the U.S. cxtemal imbalance. If we project an extended
period of booming U.S. domestic spending, we implicitly must forecast an cxtcmal
imbalance whose size grows by one percent of GDP per year. Three more years like the
Lan two would put the U.S. external  deficit at 6% of GDP-almost twice! its previous
record. Absent another three years of 30% per year gains for the U.S. quity market, how
can  WC expect foreign investors to finance such spending without demanding
substantially higher  rates  of interest?

On balance, therefore, the Federal RCSCIV~  Board’s pursuit of a 61OWfX  tr~ect~ry  fbr top
line spending for the U.S. economy, makes good sense when viewed within the context
of the U.S. external position. The Fed’s direct focus is tight labor markets. Its deeire  to
down&ift  dome&c  spending, however, can work to moderate growth  in the U.S. &crnal
imbalance over the next two years.
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APPENDIX

Tkis article  appeared  in the September ?, 1998 issue  of Barron'&

Pity Alan Greenspan.  Just one year ago, he adomed  the cover of &Mess  Week, anointed
as the premin architect and champion of a brave new world vision. Savvy mponuc
managers, exploiting new information  technologies and untapped emerging economies
WCC set to deliver an inflation-free,  eamings-rich  supercycle of economic boom. Today,
the tragic irony is that Greenspan  has had to stand idly by as much of the developing
world crumbles. The Fed chairman controls the printixig  press that delivers U.S. doll= to
the world. His charge as head of the Fed, howcvcr,  tics his decisions to the American
economy. Emerging nations, caught in a downward spiral and saddled with
dollar- denominated debt, confront a parochial, and therefore unyielding, Fed.
Malaysia’s move to imposo capital controls stands  as evidence that tho dovcloping world
is ready to quit the game. Quite straightforwardly, Greenspan’s  brave new tiework is
commg  apart because the world lacks a global lender  of last resort.

“We have the right stuiT- the technology, the money, and the business know-how -
for creating wealth and lifting living standards in your country. Welcome u6 in, play by
OUT de3, and YOU’11 PrOfit With U6.” This, in effect, wae the offer the U.S., Europa, and
Japan made to the emerging world, on the heels  of communism’s collapse. In Asia and
Latin America and among former communist bloc nations, the offer was resoundingly
accepted.

Lo the developed world, communism’s collapse led to the Gring  of counm-risk  analysts.
Invcstmcnts  in the developing world were judged on their micro-merits. When  you
eliminate worries about govanment  stability and focus on $lO-a-month  labor, most
projects are approved. Enthusiastic borrowers and lenders generated an e~nnous

north/south flow over the first half of the 1990s.

hI6tihItC  for International Finance rcpolts  show net inflows &om developed  to developing
economic6 growing at unprecedented rates. The $300 billion inflow in 1996 was fiAcar
times the size of the previous cycle’s peak, reached in 1989. The boom in finaace far
emerging nations engendered a real  economic boom for them a6 well.

Eighteen months ago, it was reasonable to label cnfxprcneuxial  capitalists a6 agents of
change fbr the better in the devclopiug  world. Success.  however, led to excess. Crony
capitalism, empty office buildings, golf courses  a thousand miles  from nowhere. Late-in-
thegame  project6 were  being approved that benefited a handful of individual6 and had
little economic justification. When tho uxcosses  bogan to appear, investors started
backing out. As disappointments multiplied, they  sold indiscriminately. In the past six
montbs, iu fact, capital flight f?om emerging nations has produced a self-fulfilling
prophecy, as the resultant surge in interest rates in developing nations all but dooms them
to sharp deterioration in their  ecanomic  fundamentals.
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Remember tbc junk-bond collapse in 1990? It began when a substantial mnnber  of
levmgai-buyout credits collapcd under the weight of deteriorating fbrtdamen@.ls~‘and
extreme intercat  burdens. As the selling momentum built, however, all junk credits came
under pressurc.  Panic selling drove borrowing costs for all high-yield credits  to
pernicious levels. In the and,  soiling  on the speculation that all junk credits would
disappoint became a a&fulfilling  prediction.  Unbearable interest rates led to changes for
the worse in the fimdamcntnls  of all junk credits.

In the U.S., in late 1990, as the debacle was in full force, most every junk credit was
labeled hopeless; Citibank was trading at $10 a share. But the American economy didn’t
collapse; the federal  funds rate did. Au engineered  &clinc  of this risk-tie rate, to 3%
fium 8%. prcventcd  a debt-deflation depression. By collapsiug  the risk-free rate, the Fed
forced money back out along tbc risk CUIVC.  Excessive junk investments failed. Many
S&Ls were closed_ But the majority of high-yield investments avoided bankruptcy, the
fmancial  system endured and recession, not debt-deflation depression, was tbo price paid
in the real economy.

Today, in the developing world, the same sort of brutal cleansing of excesses is going on.
As an unavoidable by-product of cntreprcneurial  capitalism, this is to the good. But the
violent loss of appetite for risk among developed-economy investors in the developing
world has created a downward spiral for t&se economies that only a radical reduction in
the risk-free borrowing rate can cbangt.

And since these  developing economies have dollar-denominated debt burdens, they  need
tbe risk-f& rate on dollar assets - the ftd funds  rata - to collapse. Again, however,
Fed d&ions  pivot on domestic considerations. And in the U.S., &spite  the free fall in
the developing world, creeping  wage pressures,  a super-tight labor market and, through
midyear, an irrepressible stock market, have conspired to keep the Fed on hold.

Quite perversely, panic in the developing world during the first half of 1998 en@zed
much of America’s economy and helped to catnpult  the U.S. stock market to breathtaking
heights. Fed policy kept short  rates high, but violent capital inflows pushed down long
rates dramatically, engendering  a boom for housing not seen  since the early ‘Eighties.
Laid alongside hourly  earnings  gains of 4%, the collapse of gasoline prices and the sharp
fall in the cost of goods made in Asia translatal to a whopping 3% gain for real wages in
the first half - the biggeat jump SCM since the mid-1960s. Safe-haven buying in the
U.S. also contributed  to the fantastic run up for quity  market averages in 1998’s initial
six months.

Amazingly, despite an obvious break in profit growth, a handful of U.S. stocks drove the
Dow and S&P to meaningful new highs.  With  housing booming, real wages soaring, and
Wall Street setting  records, small wonder that real consumer  spending in the U.S. grew
faster in  the first half than it had at any other time in the 1990s expansion.

For the Fed, all this  had, until last week, conspired to squelch say talk of east. The
August employment report tells a real-cconomy  story of more of the same. U.S. financial
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markets, however, now arc loudly telling a di&reat story. The spectacular inversion of
the yield curve, the skyrocketing widtig  of gowxnmen&fxporate  bond spreads, amI, of
COUIGC,  the  break in the U.S. equity  market all strongly suggest  a turn  fbr the worse  in the
Amaican  aconoaly~

N~nctbelc~~s,  historically,  5nancial-market  signals of impending changes in the real
economic ftmdamcntals  haven’t triggered policy changes  at the Fed.  Only when tJie  data
break does the Fed reverse course. Thus,  U.S. economists, tied to data flow, pmtat the
notion of any imminent easing by the Fed.

Where does  that leave the developing world7 &c step  from  quitting the game.
Celebrated economist Paul Krugman  broke ranks with most of his profession a few
wc& ago by putting his immatur  on capital controls. And last week, Malaysia put
them  into place. Capital controls, quite  straightfbnvardly,  allow an emerging nation to
cuginea  its own i&rest-rate  r&f, without suffering &om capital flight. How? By
rcfutig to let foreign  investors take their money out. One can argue, on moral gmunds,
that capital conrxols  are the developing world’s way of saying, ‘Hey, we’re in this
togcthcr!”

what about the downside of t&zi.ng  flows ? As Krugman  wryly noted  in his detic  of
this strategy: “After Mexico imposed exchange  controls  during the 1982 debt crisis, it
went  through five years of stagnation - a dismal result, but when your GDP has
contramA  by 5%, lo%, or 20%, stagnation looks like a big improvement.”

But the downside to capital controls  goes much deeper. E&eprc~urial  capitalism  did,
until some eight=  months ago, dtlivn on its promise of rapid economic  growth in the
developing world. Mortovcr,  it was the instrument  that cxportcd  American values
around the world.

However, investors  from America and other devclopcd  counttics  are unliicly  to return  to
emerging cconomic6  for a long time  if govcmrncnts  iiecze  their fands over the next
several quarters. In the i&mediate  term, much-reduced access to financing &om the
developed world radically reduces the developing world’s upside. Put simply, a world
stripped of globe-bopping cntrep~ertcu~  revert.~ to one in which official capital flows bear
the burden  of reducing  north/south, rich/poor disparities. And that  would be a pity. A
ccatrd banker  with a global vision simply wouldn’t stand tir it.

For the Fed, all this had, until last week, conspired to squelch any tallc of cope.  The
August employment report tells a real-economy story of more of the same. U.S. financial
markets, however, now are loudly telling a different  story. The spectacular invmion of
the yield curve, the skyrocketing widening of govrmrnentfcorporate  bond spreads, and, of
course, rhe break in the U.S. equity market  all suongly  suggest a turn for the worse in the
Amaican  economy.

Nonetheless, historically, financial-market signals of impending changes  in the real
economic fundamentals haven’t  triggered policy changes  at the Fed. Only when the data



break does the Fed reverse course. Thus,  U.S. economists, tied to data flow, protest the
notion of any imminent  easing by the Fed.

. .

Where does that leave the developing world? One step from quitting tbe game.
Celebrated economist  Paul Knrgman  broke ranks with most of his profession  a few
weeks ago by putting his imprimatur on capital controls. And last week, Malaysia put
them into place. Capital controls, quite straightfoxwardly,  allow an emerging nation to
engineer its own interest-rate relief, without suffering fram capital flight. How? By
n&sing to let foreign i~~vcstors  take their money out. One can argue, on moral grounds,
that capital controls are tbc developing world’s way of saying, “Hey, we’re in this
together!”

I

What about the downside of freezing flows? As Krugmsn  wryly noted in his defense of
this strategy: “After Mexico imposed exchange controls during the 1982 debt crisis,  it
went through five years of stagnation - a dismal result, but when your GDP has
contracted by S%, lo%,  or 20%, stagnation looks like a big improvement.**

But the downside to capital controls goes much deeper. Entrepreneurial capitalism did,
until some eighteen months ago, deliver on its promise of rapid economic growth in the
developing world. Moreover, it was the instrument that exported American values
around the world.

However, invesrors  from America and other developed countries are unlikely to return to
emerging economies for a long time if governments freeze their  funds  over the next
several quarters. In the intermediate term, much-reduced access to financing from the
dcvclopcd world radically reduces the developing world’s upside. Put simply, a world
strippal  of globe-hopping entrepreneurs revcns  to one in which official capital flows bear
the burden  of reducing north/south,  rich/poor disparities. And that would be a pity. A
central  banker with a global vrsion  simply wouldn’t stand  for it.


